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Cambridge International Exam Papers
Cambridge International AS and A Level Business Revision Guide helps students apply
their knowledge, understanding and skills to succeed in their course. This endorsed
Cambridge International AS and A Level Business Revision Guide has been designed
to further develop students' skills for the Cambridge International AS and A Level
Business course. Revised to meet the latest syllabus (9609) this book is packed full of
guidance to reinforce students' understanding and skills to succeed in their course.
Written by experienced examiners this Revision Guide is perfect for international
learners and accompanies the Cambridge International AS and A Level Business
Coursebook (third edition).
Updated and fully aligned with the Cambridge International AS & A Level English
Language 9093 syllabus for examination 2021. Build confidence and success with the
only exam preparation book for Cambridge International AS & A Level English
Language. Help students learn how to improve their answers and avoid common
mistakes with step-by-step guides to each exam paper and examiner's tips throughout.
Guided practice will help students master the key reading, writing and analysis skills
required to succeed in this course. Mark schemes and model answers are at the back
of the book, giving students everything they need to revise and build their skills.
This brand new series has been written for the University of Cambridge International
Examinations course for AS and A Level Mathematics (9709). This title covers the
requirements of P2 and P3. The authors are experienced examiners and teachers who
have written extensively at this level, so have ensured all mathematical concepts are
explained using language and terminology that is appropriate for students across the
world. Students are provded with clear and detailed worked examples and questions
from Cambridge International past papers, so they have the opportunity for plenty of
essential exam practice. Each book contains a free CD-ROM which features the unique
'Personal Tutor' and 'Test Yourself' digital resources that will help students revise and
reinforce concepts away from the classroom: - With Personal Tutor each student has
access to audio-visual, step-by-step support through exam-style questions - The Test
Yourself interactive multiple choice questions identify weaknesses and point students in
the right direction.
Cambridge O Level English Second Edition has been written for students preparing for
the Cambridge O Level English Language examination conducted by Cambridge
International Examinations. Written in a clear and accessible style, the book offers
comprehensive coverage as per the revised syllabus. Updated and designed for class
use as well as independent study, the book helps prepare students for the examination.
Comprehensive student-friendly resources designed for teaching Cambridge
International AS and A Level English Language (syllabus 9093 for first examination in
2015). The core aim of this Coursebook is to help students to develop and apply the
key skills they need to achieve in AS and A Level English Language. They will build the
skills needed for assessment through frequent activities. Divided into two distinct parts
for AS and A Level studies, the book covers a wide range of reading skills, such as
understanding aspects of style, voice and tone. It also addresses the conventions of
key kinds of writing and spoken language, from scripted speeches to travel articles, and
looks at how they can capture these conventions in their own work.
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This brand new series has been written for the University of Cambridge International
Examinations course for AS and A Level Mathematics (9709). This title covers the
requirements of M1 and M2. The authors are experienced examiners and teachers who
have written extensively at this level, so have ensured all mathematical concepts are
explained using language and terminology that is appropriate for students across the
world. Students are provded with clear and detailed worked examples and questions
from Cambridge International past papers, so they have the opportunity for plenty of
essential exam practice. Each book contains a free CD-ROM which features the unique
'Personal Tutor' and 'Test Yourself' digital resources that will help students revise and
reinforce concepts away from the classroom: - With Personal Tutor each student has
access to audio-visual, step-by-step support through exam-style questions - The Test
Yourself interactive multiple choice questions identify weaknesses and point students in
the right direction
The only endorsed resources for the Cambridge International AS Level English General
Paper syllabus. Through exploration of a wide array of topics, from celebrity culture to
poetry in the modern world, this book focuses on strengthening communication,
evaluation, analysis, application and understanding skills. Helping students improve
their written responses, use of English and comprehension, this coursebook looks at
discussion points relevant to the globally-minded classroom. With frequent practice
questions and sample answers, students have plenty of opportunities to build their
confidence answering questions. Answers to coursebook questions are in the teacher's
resource.
Cambridge International AS and A Level Physics Revision Guide matches the requirements of
the Cambridge AS and A Level Physics syllabus.
We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education to gain endorsement for
this title. Confidently navigate the updated Cambridge International AS & A Level Physics
(9702) syllabus with a structured approach ensuring that the link between theory and practice
is consolidated, scientific skills are applied, and analytical skills developed. - Enable students
to monitor and build progress with short 'self-assessment' questions throughout the student
text, with answers at the back of the book, so students can check their understanding as they
work their way through the chapters. - Build scientific communication skills and vocabulary in
written responses with a variety of exam-style questions. - Encourage understanding of
historical context and scientific applications with extension boxes in the student text. - Have
confidence that lessons cover the syllabus completely with a free Scheme of Work available
online. - Provide additional practice with the accompanying write-in Practical Skills Workbooks,
which once completed, can also be used to recap learning for revision. Also available in the
series: Biology Student Book 9781510482876 Chemistry Student Book 9781510480230
Biology Student eTextbook 9781510482913 Biology Whiteboard eTextbook 9781510482920
Chemistry Student eTextbook 9781510482999 Chemistry Whiteboard eTextbook
9781510483002 Physics Student eTextbook 9781510483118 Physics Whiteboard eTextbook
9781510483125 Biology Skills Workbook 9781510482869 Chemistry Skills Workbook
9781510482852 Physics Skills Workbook 9781510482845
This revised set of resources for Cambridge International AS and A Level Sociology syllabus
(9699) is thoroughly updated for the latest syllabus. Written by a highly experienced author, the
Coursebook provides comprehensive support for the syllabus. Accessible language combined
with the clear, visually-engaging layout makes this an ideal resource for the course. Discussion
of significant sociological research, case studies, explanation of key terms and questions within
the text reinforce knowledge. Stimulating activities build interpretation and application as well
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as analytical and evaluation skills. Revision checklists help in consolidating understanding. The
book provides complete exam support with each chapter culminating in exam-style questions
and a further chapter dedicated to revision, and examination skills and practice. A Teacher's
CD-ROM is also available.
This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full
syllabus for examination from 2021. Develop computational thinking and ensure full coverage
of the revised Cambridge Assessment International Education AS & A Level Computer
Science syllabus (9618) with this comprehensive Student's Book written by experienced
authors and examiners. - Improve understanding with clear explanations, examples,
illustrations and diagrams, plus a glossary of key terms - Reinforce learning with a range of
activities, exercises, and exam-style questions - Prepare for further study with extension
activities that go beyond the requirements of the syllabus and prompt further investigation
about new developments in technology - Follow a structured route through the course with indepth coverage of the full AS & A Level syllabus - Answers are available online
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/cambridgeextras Also available in the series Programming skills
workbook ISBN: 9781510457683 Student eTextbook ISBN: 9781510457614 Whiteboard
eTextbook ISBN: 9781510457621
These resources have been created for the Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Additional
Mathematics syllabuses (0606/4037), for first examination from 2020. This coursebook gives
clear explanations of new mathematical concepts followed by exercises. This allows students
to practise the skills required and gain the confidence to apply them. Classroom discussion
exercises and extra challenge questions have been designed to deepen students'
understanding and stimulate interest in Mathematics. Answers to coursebook questions are in
the back of the book.
This series has been developed specifically for the Cambridge International AS & A Level
Mathematics (9709) syllabus to be examined from 2020. Cambridge International AS & A Level
Mathematics: Probability & Statistics 2 matches the corresponding unit of the syllabus, with a
clear and logical progression through. It contains materials on topics such as hypothesis
testing, Poisson distribution, linear combinations and continuous random variables, and
sampling. This coursebook contains a variety of features including recap sections for students
to check their prior knowledge, detailed explanations and worked examples, end-of-chapter
and cross-topic review exercises and 'Explore' tasks to encourage deeper thinking around
mathematical concepts. Answers to coursebook questions are at the back of the book.
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, the Nelson Mathematics for Cambridge
International AS & A Level series is tailored to the needs of A and AS level students of the
latest 9709 syllabus. Developed by a team of experienced examiners and international
authors, it provides comprehensive coverage for this syllabus and effective preparation for the
Cambridge exams. The Nelson Mechanics 1 for Cambridge International A Level is for
students taking the M1 exam paper. It provides introductions to topics and step-by-step worked
examples to aid students in their understanding of the course material. Learning objectives are
also included, letting students know exactly what they need to learn and understand in each
topic. Plenty of examples throughout the text strengthen students' understanding. Students are
well equipped to reach their full potential, with practice exam papers providing opportunities for
effective exam preparation.

Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations Foster a deeper understanding
with a wide range of international case studies and exam preparation matched to the
key knowledge students need for success. This title covers the entire syllabus for
Cambridge International Examinations' International AS and A Level Business (9609). It
is divided into separate sections for AS and A Level making it ideal for students
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studying both the AS and the A Level and also those taking the AS examinations at the
end of their first year. - Illustrates key concepts using examples from multinationals and
businesses that operate around the world - Provides practice throughout the course
with carefully selected past paper questions, covering all question types, at the end of
each chapter - Using and interpreting data feature emphasises and illustrates the
importance of numeracy both in terms of calculations and interpreting numerical data Free Revision and practice CD includes interactive tests, selected answers, additional
activities, and a glossary
This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the
full syllabus for examination from 2022. Confidently navigate the updated Cambridge
International AS & A Level Biology (9700) syllabus with a structured approach ensuring
that the link between theory and practice is consolidated, scientific skills are applied,
and analytical skills developed. - Enable students to monitor and build progress with
short 'self-assessment' questions throughout the student text, with answers at the back
of the book, so students can check their understanding as they work their way through
the chapters. - Build scientific communication skills and vocabulary in written responses
with a variety of exam-style questions. - Encourage understanding of historical context
and scientific applications with extension boxes in the student text. - Have confidence
that lessons cover the syllabus completely with a free Scheme of Work available online.
- Provide additional practice with the accompanying write-in Practical Skills Workbooks,
which once completed, can also be used to recap learning for revision. Also available in
the series: Chemistry Student Book 9781510480230 Physics Student Book
9781510482807 Biology Student eTextbook 9781510482913 Biology Whiteboard
eTextbook 9781510482920 Chemistry Student eTextbook 9781510482999 Chemistry
Whiteboard eTextbook 9781510483002 Physics Student eTextbook 9781510483118
Physics Whiteboard eTextbook 9781510483125 Biology Skills Workbook
9781510482869 Chemistry Skills Workbook 9781510482852 Physics Skills Workbook
9781510482845
A focused, 50-60 hour course for the revised Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE)
exam from 2015. The Student's Book without answers provides C1-level students with
thorough preparation and practice needed for exam success. All four of the revised
exam papers are covered. 'Quick steps' and Writing and Speaking guides explain what
to expect in the exam, and provide strategies on approaching each paper, model
answers, useful expressions and further practice. The accompanying CD-ROM
provides interactive language and skills practice. There are two complete practice tests
for teachers to access online. Audio required for the Student's Book listening exercises
is available on Class Audio CDs or in the Student's Book Pack, both available
separately.
Cambridge International AS and A Level Business Studies Revision Guide has been
designed specifically to meet the requirements of the Cambridge syllabus.
The Nelson Mathematics for Cambridge International AS & A Level series is tailored to
the needs of A and AS Level students of the latest 9709 syllabus. Developed by a team
of experienced examiners and international authors, it provides comprehensive
coverage for this syllabus and effective preparation for the Cambridge exams. Nelson
Mechanics 2 for Cambridge International A Level is for students taking the M2 exam
paper. The text provides introductions to topics and step-by-step worked examples to
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aid students in their understanding of the course material. Other features include:
learning objectives, letting students know what they need to learn in each topic;
summaries of formulae and key information, helping students to revise; clear diagrams,
helping to explain difficult concepts, and plenty of examples, strengthening students'
understanding. In addition, practice exam papers provide students with opportunities for
effective exam preparation and so help them reach their full potential.
Cambridge AS and A Level Mathematics is a revised series to ensure full syllabus
coverage. This coursebook has been revised and updated to ensure that it meets the
requirements for the Statistics 2 (S2) unit of Cambridge AS and A Level Mathematics
(9709). This revised edition has been redesigned and includes updated review
questions to reflect changes in the style of questions asked in the course.
These Collections Of The Official Past Papers Of The Gce O Level Examinations From
The University Of Cambridge International Examinations Has Been Developed For
Students Of Gce O Level. These Books Will Act As Tools For Preparation And Revision
For Students. These Books Have An Edited Answer Guide For Each Paper Based On
The Marks Scheme Written By Cie Principal

This series has been developed specifically for the Cambridge International AS &
A Level Mathematics (9709) syllabus to be examined from 2020. Cambridge
International AS & A Level Mathematics: Pure Mathematics 1 matches the
corresponding unit of the syllabus, with a clear and logical progression through. It
contains materials on topics such as quadratics, functions, coordinate geometry,
circular measure, series, differentiation and integration. This coursebook contains
a variety of features including recap sections for students to check their prior
knowledge, detailed explanations and worked examples, end-of-chapter and
cross-topic review exercises and 'Explore' tasks to encourage deeper thinking
around mathematical concepts. Answers to coursebook questions are at the back
of the book.
This series has been developed specifically for the Cambridge International AS &
A Level Mathematics (9709) syllabus to be examined from 2020. Cambridge
International AS & A Level Mathematics: Mechanics matches the corresponding
unit of the syllabus, with clear and logical progression through. It contains
materials on topics such as velocity and acceleration, force and motion, friction,
connected particles, motion in a straight line, momentum, and work and energy.
This coursebook contains a variety of features including recap sections for
students to check their prior knowledge, detailed explanations and worked
examples, end-of-chapter and cross-topic review exercises and 'Explore' tasks to
encourage deeper thinking around mathematical concepts. Answers to
coursebook questions are at the back of the book.
This series has been developed specifically for the Cambridge International AS &
A Level Mathematics (9709) syllabus to be examined from 2020. Cambridge
International AS & A Level Mathematics: Probability & Statistics 1 matches the
corresponding unit of the syllabus, with a clear and logical progression through. It
contains materials on topics such as data, variation, probability, permutations and
combinations, binomial and geometric distributions, and normal distribution. This
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coursebook contains a variety of features including recap sections for students to
check their prior knowledge, detailed explanations and worked examples, end-ofchapter and cross-topic review exercises and 'Explore' tasks to encourage
deeper thinking around mathematical concepts. Answers to coursebook
questions are at the back of the book.
Deepen your students understanding through hundreds of additional practice
questions. - Contains a wealth of levelled questions, including stretch and
challenge for higher ability students - Provides exam practice with questions from
past Cambridge exam papers - Ideal as a course companion or homework book
to learn and practices the course content This title accompanies our series of
Cambridge endorsed Student's Books, but has not been through the Cambridge
endorsement process.
Provides guidance on tackling the different types of examination questions.
Cambridge AS and A Level Mathematics is a revised series to ensure full
syllabus coverage. This coursebook has been revised and updated to ensure that
it meets the requirements for the Mechanics 2 (M2) unit of Cambridge AS and A
Level Mathematics (9709). This revised edition adds clarifications to sections on
motion of a projectile, equilibrium of a rigid body and linear motion under a
variable force. All of the review questions have been updated to reflect changes
in the style of questions asked in the course.
We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education to gain
endorsement for this forthcoming title. Build strong subject knowledge and skills
with the only published course to offer full and comprehensive coverage of the
syllabus for examination from 2023. -Engage with relevant and up-to-date case
examples to illustrate key topics. - Build knowledge with key elements covered
and skills-targeted activities throughout. - Test understanding with a range of
activities and exam-style questions. - Extend learning with Internet research
boxes providing opportunities to delve further into topics.
Environmental Science Class XII
Cambridge Pre-U Mathematics offers a comprehensive resource for students to
develop the thinking skills and logic required of the Cambridge Pre-U Mathematics
syllabus (9794). This Cambridge Pre-U Mathematics Coursebook provides a
comprehensive resource to prepare students for the high level of mathematical
knowledge expected for progression through the Pre-U syllabus. The chapters have
been arranged to provide logical progression through the course, and includes clear
explanation of concepts, detailed worked examples and focused exercises to help
practice and consolidate skills.
These collections of the official past papers of the GCE O Level Examinations from the
University of Cambridge International Examinations has been developed for students of
GCE O level. These books will act as tools for preparation and revision for students.
These books have an edited Answer Guide for each paper based on the marks scheme
written by CIE Principal
Cambridge International AS Level History is a suite of three books that offer complete
coverage of the Cambridge International AS Level History syllabus (code 9389).
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